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Abstract— While considering construction industry 

horizontal repetitive projects which have many identical units 

of work which goes on repeating uniformly, such as highway 

and pipeline works have great importance. The line-of-balance 

(LOB) technique is considered as an effective tool for planning 

and scheduling horizontal repetitive construction projects. But 

LOB have certain limitations such as assumption of uniform 

production rate that raise many concerns which need to be 

improved in order to suit the nature of construction projects. 

Hence, here tries to propose an optimisation model for 

scheduling horizontal projects that stresses on the limitation of 

LOB scheduling technique. The proposed optimisation model is 

developed using MATLAB algorithm. Using the developed 

optimisation the possibilities of allocating multi skilled workers 

for different activities in different units is studied to find the best 

set of crew to complete the work within time. To validate the 

feasibility of proposed model a real life case study is taken and 

evaluated and compared the results. Results show that the 

model can feasibly reduce the number of crews employed in 

horizontal repetitive construction projects. 

Keywords—: Repetitive projects, Line-of-balance, MATLAB, 

optimisation model,  

I.INTRODUCTION  

It is not easy to differentiate between good processes from 

good outcome. Whatever which came out as good can be said 

as a product of good managerial process and planning. When 

constructing a building or while making a road an engineer 

will come across many challenges such as completion within 

time, completing within estimated cost etc., all these are not 

such an easy task to coordinate. So there should be a strong 

project management tool and well planned schedule to 

successfully achieve the expected. When looking into the cost 

and time overrun of construction projects the main reasons 

beyond the failure in construction projects are poorly planned 

construction projects or usage of wrong planning method, 

avoidance towards resource management and absence of a 

perfect planning tool. 

Developing of a project scheduling is not a simply listing 

out the activities, their sequence of execution, it is the perfect 

planning and execution of a project throughout the life cycle 

of any project time, cost and quality are considered the most 

essential concerns and considerations to ensure the feasibility 

of a construction project process. Different methods or 

techniques used for project scheduling, CPM, PERT, Gantt 

charts.  

Repetitive or linear projects are those have similar task 

goes on repeating such as uniform houses or geometrically 

linear works. A there are several similar units of work 

repeating in different units of activity there are chance of 

interruption in the smooth flow of workers from one set of 

activity to the other set. So the main aim while scheduling 

any type of projects is to maintain this work continuity or 

smooth flow of the work. Repetitive projects are sub-

separated into two sorts, which are horizontal as interstates 

passages and pipeline systems, and vertical ones, for 

example, elevated structures. 

Popular construction management or scheduling methods 

are CPM and PERT. For projects with repetitive in nature as 

there are a many identical units it will not be a good choice 

to use CPM or PERT as it will give a complex visualisation. 

The complex representation as well as CPM organize strategy 

neglects to indicate how coherence is kept up and 

accomplishment of rate of advancement to comply with an 

ideal time constraint. Along these lines LOB or line of 

equalization technique is found to a superior choice in 

planning repetitive projects. 

II. LINE OF BALANCE 

A. Background 

Many researches and studies in the field of project 

scheduling and repetitive projects shows that Line Of 

Balance technique or LOB is a better option in scheduling 

repetitive project.  

Line of Balance (LOB) is an administration control 

process for gathering, estimating and exhibiting realities 

identifying with time, cost and achievement – all deliberate 

against a particular arrangement. It shows the process, status, 

background, timing and phasing of the project activities, thus 

providing management with measuring tools that help: 

 Comparing actual progress with a formal objective 

plan. 

 Examining just the deviations from built up plans, 

and checking their level of seriousness concerning 

the rest of the undertaking.  

 Receiving timely data concerning inconvenience 

zones and demonstrating zones where proper 

restorative activity is required.  

 Forecasting future execution. 

LOB itself is a realistic gadget that empowers a supervisor 

to see at a solitary look which exercises of a task are "in 

parity" – i.e., regardless of whether those which ought to have 

been finished at the season of the survey really are finished 

and whether any exercises booked for future fulfilment are 

falling behind timetable. The LOB graph involves just one 

element of the entire theory which incorporates various peril 

signal controls for all the different dimensions of the board 

concerned. 

To do LOB, the following is needed: 

 A contract schedule, or objective chart; 
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 A production plan or lead-time chart for the 

production process itself; 

 Control points cumulative inventories;  

 A program status chart on which to plot LOB and the 

cumulative quantities of units that have passed 

through the control points of the 

assembly/production process  

Even though LOB has found to be better method for 

scheduling repetitive projects as studies advance these certain 

shortfalls of LOB technique has been pointed out.  

B. Limitations of LOB 

 Assumption of same production rate for all activities. 

 Less clarification of data regarding criticalness and 

float. 

 Not enough for forecasting exact and precise critical 

path and critical activities. 

 Assumption of uniform or same production rate limit 

LOB from usage of multi skilled crews in activities. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Main objective of the study is list out the limitations of 

LOB technique. Beginning from those limitations chances of 

improvement of the technique are studied and tries to propose 

a feasible method for scheduling repetitive method by 

utilising concepts of LOB. Another important objective of the 

study was to develop an optimisation model to relax the 

number of crews used to execute a work by maintaining the 

smooth flow of work without interrupting the work. 

To relax the total resource usage an optimisation model 

using MATLAB is developed. Using this resource 

minimization was tried to achieve within the boundary of 

work by fulfilling all the requirements for work continuity and 

deadlines. Different steps in model development includes; 

1. Collecting basic project data. 

2. Define inputs and calculate no of activities 

3. Listing out predecessor and successor activity  

4. Perform sparse matrix 

5. Developing graph theory network 

6. Creating a structural array module 

7. Crew diagramming 

A. Collecting Basic Project Data 

This module is used for inputting data related to the 

project. Information related to the project such as the project 

name, activities, flow of activities, number of days required 

for completion, descriptions of activities and their codes, logic 

relationship between activities.  

The initial phase in model detailing is computing the 

complete number of exercises (N) of each redundant 

movement, where (N) is equivalent to the quantity of 

repetitive sub-exercises (Ns) duplicated by number of dreary 

unit (Nr). 

 

 

B. Define inputs and calculate no of activities 

The second step is characterizing the underlying 

contributions of the model that are exercises begin date, 

complete date and exercises, where the principal movement 

(begin hub) is characterized as X1, X2, X3, X4… … . XN. 

Every action is spoken to by two factors, variable one is the 

begin point (occasion) and the second factor is the completion 

point.  

For instance if, the number of exercises = number of units 

(6) duplicated by number of sub-exercises per unit (2), which 

is equivalent to 12. 

C. Identify Predecessor and Successor Activity 

The third step is identifying the successor and 

predecessor activities depending on the input variables.  

D Perform Sparse Matrix Module: 

In computer programming, a matrix can be defined with a 

2-dimensional array. Any array with 'm' columns and 'n' rows 

represents an m x n matrix. There may be a situation in which 

a matrix contains more number of zero values than non-zero 

values. Such matrix is known as sparse matrix. 

When a sparse matrix is represented with a 2-dimensional 

array, we waste a lot of space to represent that matrix. For 

example, consider a matrix of size 100 X 100 containing only 

10 non-zero elements. In this matrix, only 10 spaces are filled 

with non-zero values and remaining spaces of the matrix are 

filled with zero. That means, totally we allocate 100 X 100 X 

2 = 20000 bytes of space to store this integer matrix. And to 

access these 10 non-zero elements we have to make scanning 

for 10000 times. To make it simple we use the following 

sparse matrix representation. 

 Array representation 

 Linked list representation 

The number of zero-valued elements divided by the total 

number of elements (e.g., m × n for an m × n matrix) is called 

the sparsity of the matrix (which is equal to 1 minus the 

density of the matrix). Using those definitions, a matrix will 

be sparse when its sparsity is greater than 0.5. 

Large sparse matrices often appear in scientific or 

engineering applications when solving partial differential 

equations. In construction field the use of these type of matrix 

is to denote relationship between any two things. That is if 

two activities are related each other they are denoted using 1 

and those which dosed not having any relation as 0. 

D. Design Graph Theory Network 

Network graph or graph theory network is simply called 

as graph. It consists of a set of nodes connected by branches. 

In graphs, a node is a common point of two or more branches. 

Sometimes, only a single branch may connect to the node. A 

branch is a line segment that connects two nodes.  

In arithmetic, graph theory is the investigation of 

diagrams, which are numerical structures used to 

demonstrate pairwise relations between articles. A chart in 

this setting is comprised of vertices (likewise called hubs or 

focuses) which are associated by edges (additionally called 

connections or lines). A refinement is made between 

undirected charts, where edges connect two vertices 

symmetrically, and coordinated diagrams, where edges 
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interface two vertices unevenly; see Graph (discrete science) 

for progressively point by point definitions and for different 

varieties in the kinds of diagram that are regularly considered. 

Charts are one of the prime objects of concentrate in discrete 

arithmetic. 

Here the main use of graph theory network is to precisely 

show the connection between activities visually that is which 

activity has to be done after each activity. 

E. Create a structural array module 

A structure array is a data type that groups related data 

using data containers called fields. Each field can contain any 

type of data. Access data in a field using dot notation of the 

form structName.fieldName. 

s = struct(field1,value1,...,fieldN,valueN) creates a structure 

array with multiple fields. 

If none of the value inputs are cell arrays, or if all value 

inputs that are cell arrays are scalars, then s is a scalar 

structure. If any of the value inputs is a non-scalar cell array, 

then s has the same dimensions as that cell array. Also, if two 

or more value inputs are non-scalar cell arrays, then they all 

must have the same dimensions. 

For any value that is a scalar cell array or an array of any 

other data type, struct inserts the contents of value in the 

relevant field for all elements of s. For example, s = 

struct('x',{'a','b'},'y','c') returns s(1).x = 'a', s(2).x = 'b', s(1).y 

= 'c', and s(2).y = 'c'. 

If any value input is an empty cell array, {}, then output s 

is an empty (0-by-0) structure. To specify an empty field and 

keep the values of the other fields, use [] as a value input 

instead. 

This is carried out with the help of outputs obtained from 

both sparse matrix and graph network. The procedures of this 

step is as follows: 

Steps: 

 The path containing the beginning node with 

activity X. is noted. 

 A row matrix denoting the possible flow of crew is 

created and given the value equal to number of 

activities. 

 Longest path will be one having highest value and 

the first crew is assigned to it. 

 Activity path which already assigned with a crew set 

is not considered further. 

 Next longest path is considered and repeated the 

above procedures.  

 F. Crew Diagramming Approach (CDA). 

If there should arise an occurrence of redundant 

development extends more than one team is utilized to 

execute the repetitive exercises of a development venture. 

The proposed model allot groups to various exercises, where 

these exercises may exists in various units and in various sub 

exercises. Consequently, another authentic framework for 

various groups flow should be played out that centres around 

a decent affirmation of the connections between different 

exercises in various unit that gets a similar team while 

keeping up the team work congruity. 

 This technique is called Crew Diagraming Approach 

(CDA), which upgrade arranging of groups' course and stay 

away from the issues related with the disarray that happens 

because of expanding number of team ways from one unit to 

other people. Moreover, it is viewed as a systems 

administration strategy that offers the most straightforward 

conceivable plan to empower the visual showcase of 

arranging and dissemination of various group among various 

units. Additionally, this technique permits venture directors, 

administrators, key subcontractors and different partners to 

have a hands-on, arranging instrument that uses an 

assortment of straightforward rationale binds to pass on 

group dissemination and connections. 

The crews diagram approach is made out of a period scale 

on the horizontal direction, and number of units required on 

the vertical course. CDA means exercises as a bar between 

two hubs, which are begin and completion hubs, and these 

two hubs are associated with one another by a bar that look 

like length of the movement. The implanted hubs associate 

ward exercises and allows just completion to begin 

relationship to guarantee the keeping up of group work 

congruity. This bar is featured by a fragment code which 

incorporates the action and unit number as appeared in figure 

1. 

 

Fig 1: Crew Diagram 

IV. VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL 

So as to show and to assess the possibility of the proposed 

models, a genuine contextual analysis is embraced to approve 

and to test the created structure. A 4-Km pipeline 

establishment and control room venture is the redundant 

contextual investigation that comprises of 5 repetitive unit. 

Table 1 shows the activity flow and duration in days with the 

predecessor of each activity. The project is divided into 10 

parallel relocated repetitive pipelines of equal lengths, each 

is 4 km length. 

TABLE 1: BASIC INFORMATION OF PROJECT 

Activity 

notation  
Activity Name 

Duration 

(Days) 
Predecessor 

A Clearing location 2 _ 

B Review and Layout 1 A 

C Locate &clear (4km) 16 B 

D Excavate (4km) 20 C 

E Prepare pipes  (4km) 16 C 

F Lay pipes  (4km) 36 E,D 

G Site test  (4km) 4 F 

H 
Foundation for control 

room 
8 B 

I Finishing control room 17 H 

J 
Installing control 

equipment 
5 I 

K 
Testing control with 

pipe line 
4 G,J 

L Clean up 2 K 
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A. Basic Method of Solving the Case Study  

A period investigation (CPM) is performed, in which 

forward pass computations are led to decide early timings of 

exercises, while late timings of exercises are continued in the 

retrogressive pass. The forward and in reverse pass 

estimations bring about having critical and non-critical 

exercises. Critical exercises are A, B, C, D, F, G, K, and L. 

Work breakdown of exercises and assessed complete 

undertaking span of a sigle 4-Km pipeline are determined as 

86 days as per CPM computations as appeared in fig 2. The 

ideal contract date to finish introducing 10 indistinguishable 

pipeline is 95 days 

 

Fig 2: Traditional CPM calculations for a single 4-Km Pipeline installation. 

B. Basic Lob Representation Using Integrated CPM-LOB 

Model 

The principle target of LOB definition is to accomplish an 

asset adjusted calendar by distinguishing the quantity of 

groups to be utilized in each tedious action. The incorporated 

CPM and LOB model is used to plan tedious activities in a 

simple way, in which rationale reliance and asset congruity 

imperatives are considered. Besides, covering exercises of a 

solitary run of the mill unit is utilized to make sense of span 

and legitimate reliance connections among various exercises 

that can be determined by the chose rate of advancement of 

every action. To indicate such connections, the real 

advancement rate of every movement is contrasted and that of 

its successors, where covering dull exercises with begin to 

begin relationship is determined when the rate of ancestor 

action is quicker than that of the successor one. Then again, 

completion to complete relationship is determined when the 

rate of forerunner movement is slower than that of the 

successor one. To calculate the desired rate of delivery 

equation (1) is used. 

                                 Rd = N −
1

Tp−T1+Tf
                           (1) 

Where,  

N - Number of repetitive units 

Tp - Completion date of the whole project 

T1 - Completion date of one single unit 

Tf - Total float of noncritical activities   

For calculation of number of crews required following 

equation is used 

                                      Cdi= di * Rdi                                   (2) 

Where,  

di - Duration of an activity in one single unit 

Cai - Rounded up Cdi 

 

Fig 3: CPM-LOB integrated network analysis of the case study 

      Fig 3 represents the CPM time analysis achieved as a 

result of applying the CPM-LOB integrated model. 

C Proposed Approach for Scheduling Repetitive Construction 

Projects 

To more readily speak to handy cases in real development 

extends, the previously mentioned exercises are being part 

into equivalent separate area (sub - exercises), in which each 

separated movement is viewed as a different adaptable action 

with a 1-Km length and a span rises to add up to action term 

partitioned by 4. This methodology plans the formation of 

inward connection between disengaged exercises that produce 

increasingly handy and reasonable calendars. 

Fig 4 demonstrates the executed contextual analysis in the 

wake of part every movement into equivalent separate sub-

exercises, where action "C, D,E and F" is separated into four 

equivalent separate 1-Km remove ( for example, action C is 

sub-isolated into C1, C2, C3, and C4). While contrasting the 

previously mentioned system and the one led in fig 2 it is 

obviously perceptible the decrease in single unit term by 30 

days. Not just the enhancement in term is the main advantage, 

yet in addition the movement C, D and G that were viewed as 

basic exercises utilizing conventional technique in fig 2, 

incorporates halfway non-basic exercises as in figure 4. For 

example in action C, C1 is basic movement while C2, C3 and 

C4 are non-basic exercises. Another advantage results from 

part exercises is the exact identification of the basic way. 

 

Fig 4 CPM network for a single unit after splitting activities 

D. Basic Lob Representation of Proposed Approach 

Fig 5 shows the early and late time after accounting for 

logical dependency relationships among different activities 

that are specified according to the rate of progress of each 

activity. Exercises C1, C2, C3 and C4 have various lengths in 

light of the fact that the all-out buoy of noncritical exercises 

(C2, C3 and C4) is used to lessen the quantity of teams utilized 

and to loosen up action generation rate. For example, C1, C2, 

C3& C4 initially requires 5 teams, which is decreased into 4, 
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3 and 2 groups for exercises C2, C3 and C4 individually. The 

subsequent task term is 71 days, in which the planning of 

exercises decided in fig 5 is graphically plotted on a LOB 

design with the quantity of teams required as appeared in fig 

6, 7. 

 

Fig 5:  CPM time analysis of the hypothetical proposed case study after 

splitting activities. 

 Fig 6 indicates LOB chart of exercises C1, C2, C3 and C4 

with steady generation rates before utilizing all out buoy to 

loosen up movement creation rate and to lessen teams utilized, 

in which every action utilizes 5 groups to be accomplished. 

The group is expected to work in a solitary movement not 

numerous. 

 

Fig 6: LOB of activities C1, C2, C3 & C4 before relaxing production rates 

 

Fig 7: LOB schedule for activities C1-C2-C3-C4 

E. Implementation Of The Module  

 Total number of exercises (NT) of each dull movement, 

where (NT) is equivalent to the quantity of repetitive sub-

exercises (Ns) increased by number of tedious unit (N) = 4 

(Number of sub-exercises) * 10 (Repetitive Pipelines) = 40 

action. The all out span of the action consummation is 71 

days. 

           

Fig 8: Sparse matrix application on MATLAB for activity-C 

F. Graph Theory Module 

The graph network capacities chip away at inadequate 

frameworks produced from step-4, in which a chart 

hypothesis organize is rendered and shown utilizing 

MATLAB work by recognizing number of exercises that are 

spoken to as hubs (vertices) and number of lines that are 

called edges, which interface the hubs as indicated by 

relegated connections between exercises. The result indicates 

providing food out the conceivable and absolute number of 

ways of each team all through the whole system.  

Fig 9 indicates led chart hypothesis capacities for action 

C1, C2, C3, C4 dependent on the previously mentioned 

information required, where number of hubs is 40, while 

number of vertices is 56. 

 

Fig 9 Graph network application on MATLAB for activity C. 

G. Output Crews Routing  

In the wake of running the streamlining motor, the 

model brought about a close ideal teams' number with 

each group way depending on the creation rate of every 

movement produced from LOB computations. The 

teams number use is limited into 9 groups' rather than 14 

teams by applying teams to work in numerous exercises 

while keeping up team work congruity to meet the ideal 

undertaking fruition date. The way of each group can be 

envisioned in table 2. Besides, fig 10 exhibits the codes 

imbedded for every action to demonstrate distinctive 

group's ways and to result all teams directing rendered 
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on LOB position dependent on the yield created from 

MATLAB and fig 11 indicates graphically absolute 

exercises done by each crew. 

TABLE 2 ACTIVITIES ENROLLED UNDER EACH CREW  

Colour 

Code 
Activity code Crew no 

 1-11-21-31-33-35-37-39 1 

 3-13-17-32-34-36-38-40 2 

 2-12-22-25-28 3 

 4-9-23-26-29 4 

 5-10-24-27-30 5 

 6-15-19 6 

 7-16-20 7 

 14-16 8 

 8 9 

Total no of crew 9 

 

 

Fig 10:  LOB graph after implementation new crews routing using 

proposed model outputs 

 

Fig 11: Number of crews for C 

H. Crew Diagramming Approach (CDA) 

The previously mentioned proposed model allots groups 

to various exercises in various units. Thus, another 

illustrative strategy called Crew Diagraming Approach 

(CDA) is created to practically upgrade arranging of teams 

flow and to defeat the issues went with the perplexity because 

of various group's going through exercises in various units. 

CDA reliably shows an intelligent chart for each group 

evolvement and course through various units featured by a 

shading to separate among teams and to encourage the 

mapping out of each team entry.  

Fig 12, 13 and 14 demonstrates the intuitive diagram of 

CDA for action "C", in which every one of the nine teams of 

movement "C" is ceaselessly shown that empowers the 

representation of each group profile as a natural piece of 

arranging. Very frequently, CDA leap forward gives a 

reestablished chance to imagining each team section as a 

period scaled date-book that enables each group to move 

immediately instead of consecutively. Moreover, each figure 

incorporates the exercises selected under each team way and 

the unconstrained course of each group showed on a LOB 

position. 

 

Fig 12: Crew diagram  for first three crews in activity C 

 

Fig 13: Crew diagram for crew 4 & 5 in activity C 

 

Fig 14: Crew diagram for crew 6, 7, 8 & 9 in activity C 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   

 Aim of the paper was to develop an optimization model 

to overcome the limitations of LOB which is a common 

method scheduling technique of repetitive project. An 

optimization tool was developed using MATLAB algorithm 

with a hypothesis that usage of the method will help in 
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reducing the crew usage by taking the advantage of multi 

skilled crews and to provide the continuity of crew. It was also 

assumed that following this method will also show the precise 

critical path and critical activities so that the project can be 

best completed in short time without any lag 

 

Fig 15: Comparison between developed approach and traditional 

approach for activity C 

Fig 15 shows the comparison of three situations of crews 

in activity C. Initial no of required crew was 20 then it was 

relaxed to 14 and by using the developed model it is reduced 

to 9. There is 55% reduction in resource usage 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 Aim of the work was to find the limitations of LOB 

method which said to be best method for scheduling repetitive 

method and to propose a better way to enhance the LOB 

method by an optimization model. MATLAB is the 

optimization tool used here.  A genuine venture of a pipeline 

establishment with its control room was utilized to uncover 

the capacity of this way to deal with offer a point by point 

plan, to create an exact basic way, and to upgrade time 

expected to plan pipeline establishment by permitting the 

introduction of the goal connection between split exercises. 

After analysing and verifying the developed model using a 

case study of pipeline and found that there is almost 50% 

reduction in resource usage in different cases which shows 

that the hypothesis was correct and following this model will 

lead to reduction in the resource usage. 
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